Abstract. Today, through Twitter, researchers propose approaches for classifying user accounts. However, they have to face confidence challenges owing to the diversity of the types of data propagated throughout Twitter. In addition, the messages from Twitter are imprecise, very short and even written in many dialects and languages. Moreover, the majority of the related works focus on the overall user's activity, which makes them not suitable at the post-level classification. This paper presents an alternative approach for classifying user accounts as being accounts of bots, humans or organizations. The suggested approach consists in accurately classifying user accounts from one single post by leveraging a minimal number of language-independent features. We performed several experiments over a Twitter datasets and supervised learn-based algorithms. Our results demonstrated that simply using a minimal number of language-independent features extracted from one single post is sufficient to classify user accounts accurately and quickly. Our proposed approach yielded high F1-measure (>95%) and high AUC (>99%) using Random Forest.
Introduction
Nowadays, social networks play a major role in our everyday life. Billions of users exchange a huge amount of data on such social networks. These platforms allow users to register through the creation of an account, follow others and share content. Twitter is one of the leading social networks. This free micro blogging has been widely used not only by humans, but also by organizations and by bots. In [1] , the authors showed that the organizations users makes up 9.4% of the accounts on Twitter. In [2] , the authors showed that between 9% and 15% of the active Twitter users were bots. The ability to classify the patterns of user accounts is needed for developing of many applications such as recommendation engines and information dissemination platforms. Also, adding to that can help users focus on valuable social accounts, get effective information and avoid the network traps etc.
Today, through Twitter, researchers propose approaches for classifying user accounts. However, they have to face confident challenges owing to the diversity of the types of data propagated throughout Twitter. Moreover, they majority of the related works focus on the overall user's activity ( [15] and [2] , for example, used a few hundred posts), which make it not suitable at the post-level classification. In addition, the majority of the related works used parameters from Natural Language Processing (NLP). Nevertheless, such approaches still have some drawbacks like the use of language dependent features, the time consumption and the computational cost. Such limits stands as an obstacle to obtaining real-time, In this paper, we present an alternative approach for classifying Twitter user accounts as being accounts of humans, bots or organizations. Our proposed approach is more practical and simpler because it does not have to face problems related to text, as the related works have faced. Moreover, our proposed approach leverages a minimal number of features in order to perform the classification task. In addition, our proposed user descriptors are extracted from one single post, unlike the related works that focus on the overall account's activity. The choice of limiting the number of features was motivated by both model efficiency and interpretability reasons. In this study, we will try to address the following research question:
-Is it possible to accurately classify Twitter user accounts by leveraging a minimal number of language-independent features extracted from one single post?
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works. Section 3 describes our proposed approach: we will discuss its different steps. In Section 4, we present the experimental settings and evaluation results. In Section 5, we will discuss our proposed approach. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related Works
Twitter user accounts have been analyzed across different dimensions. The main purpose of this analysis is to infer a latent attribute of such user. Several works have been done on a single and specific perspective such as organization detection [1, 3, 4, 5] , bot detection [2, 6, 7, 8, 9] , political orientation [10] , age prediction [11] etc. Twitter user classification approaches involve three major types, mainly statistical-based approaches, content-based approaches and hybrid-based approaches.
First, statistical-based approaches use statistical parameters in order to perform the classification task. Several statistical parameters were proposed such as temporal features and post frequency features. The main advantage from this type of approach is that it takes a shorter time and require less computational cost than the other types of approaches. In addition, they used language independent features (i.e. assures multilanguage and multi-dialectal user classification). Authors in [12] classify users from those of bots, humans and cyborgs. They used parameters from the post frequency; this yielded an accuracy result of 88%. In [6] , the authors classify users from those of bots and humans. They used parameters from the metadata of user profiles; this yielded an AUC of 92.0%. Authors in [15] classify users from those of humans, bots and organizations. They used the time distribution between posts; this yielded a classification performance of 78.8%.
Second, the content-based approaches that use parameters from NLP to perform the classification task. This type of approaches used language dependent features, which not assures multi-language and multi-dialectal user classification. In addition, they are confronted to the problem inherent to text. In other words, messages from social networks are very short and even written in informal language full of mistakes. Several parameters from NLP were proposed (ex. sentiments, n-grams, emotion expressions, Tweet style). In [4] , the authors classify tweets belonging to organizations or individuals. They used parameters from different linguistic aspects of tweet content, this yielded F1-measure result of 89.20% for the English tweets. In [7] , the authors classify tweets belonging to humans or bots. They used word2vec, Wordnet and Conceptnet to create a semantic word vector, which is used later by the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) for the classification task. This yielded F1-measure result of 96.84%.
Third, the hybrid-based approaches that attempt to combine both statistical and content features in the classification task. Authors in [2] classify users from those of humans and bots. They used more than thousand parameters, these included content, sentiment features, friend, user metadata, network and timing features. This yielded AUC result of 95.0%. Authors in [8] classify users from those of bots and humans. They used parameters from content-based, trust-based and user-based features. This yielded accuracy result of 92.1%. In [9] , the authors classify users from those of bots and humans. They used parameters from the metadata of user profile and tweeting features. This yielded F1-measure result of 86,625%. In [13] , the authors classify users from those of bots and humans. They used parameters from user-demographic, user-friendship networks, user-content and user history features. This yielded F1-measure result of 98.4%.
In summary, the current approaches for Twitter user classification are not sufficient in order to classify user accounts accurately and quickly both at post-level and at user-level. Our work is similar to that of [15] , but in this previous work, authors used a large set of posts from the user account. Therefore, their proposed approach cannot be suitable for the post-level classification. In this work, we investigate the possibility of accurately classifying user accounts by leveraging a minimal number of language-independent features extracted from one single post. Therefore, we propose a statistical-based approach for classifying the patterns of user accounts into those of humans, those of bots or those of organizations.
Proposed Approach
Following the previously-mentioned challenges and based on the existing works, we propose an efficient statistical-based approach for classifying user accounts on Twitter. In general, the task of supervised user classification begins with a training set = ( 1 …. ) of users that are labeled with a class ci ∈ C (ex. Organization, human or bot). Then, the task is to determine the optimal features set = ( 1 … ) that is able to correctly assign a class (ci) to a new user ( ) that has the feature vector = ( 1 . . ). Our proposed approach consists of three main steps, namely data acquisition, features extraction and classification.
Data Acquisition
In this step, our main objective is to use Twitter Timeline (API), which allows collecting the K most recent posts of such user.
The posts come with an information form of User, Tweet and Time attributes. The User attribute contains an information about the user account (e.x. the number of posts issued by the user and the number of followings).
The Tweet attribute contains information about the content of tweet and their statistics (e.x. number of retweets and favorites that this post has). The Time attribute contains information from the date and time that this post was posted on Twitter. To create our ground truth we used the datasets that were published in [14] and in [1] . Table 1 presents an overview about our interested datasets. These datasets contain a user_id with a label as human, bot or organization. We used the user_id with Twitter Timeline (API) in order to collect the most recent post of each labelled user. We observed the users' accounts' statuses via the statuses/user_Timeline API endpoint.
These statuses can take one of four values: Private account, Suspended account, Removed account, Active account. Since we could have access to only the information from the active accounts. In this study, we used only the active accounts. Each recent post ( ) of each active labelled user ( ) is retrieved, and this way the next step could follow.
Features Extraction
In this step, our objective was to build the feature vector of the user account. However, we used a minimal number of language-independent features extracted from the collected post of each labelled user. The choice of minimizing the number of features was motivated by both model efficiency and interpretability reasons.
Our proposed parameters include 15 metadata of user profile features (MUP), 2 retweet features and 2 favorite features (ReFa) as described in Table 2 and Table 3 . However, our MUP illustrates the activity of the user whereas the ReFa features represent how the others interact with the post of the user.
We created a feature vector = ( 1 . . ) for each ( ) from the collected ( ), where n=19 is the number of our proposed features.
Classification
In this step, our main objective was to use a supervised learning approach in order to classify the feature vectors =( 1 . . ) that has ci ∈ C (Organization, Human or Bot). First, we chose the algorithm that performs better with our proposed features. However, we compared several supervised learning algorithms; these include Random Forest (RF), Logit Boost (LB), Rotation Forest (RoF), Bagging (B) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP).
We used each algorithm with its standard parameters in order to ensure the comparability between them. Second, we chose the optimal number of features. However, we built three models: one containing MUP features, one containing ReFa features and one containing all features.
Third, we manually labelled 1983 user accounts; 1352 of them were labelled as 'human' and the remaining ones were labelled as 'organization'. These were used in order to Table 2 . Metadata of user profile features
Feature Description
Whether the user provided a URL in association with their profile (URL).
Whether the user has not altered the background or theme of their user profile (Default Profile).
Whether the user has a verified account (Verified).
Whether the user has provided a description in association with their profile (Description).
Whether the user has enabled the possibility of geo-tagging their posts (Geo).
Whether the user has not uploaded their own image (Image).
The number of public lists that this user is a member of (Lists).
The ratio of the number of followers to the number of followings (Ratio1).
The age of the user account in days (Age).
The total number of posts that were issued by the user (Posts).
Average post per day (Average Posts).
The number of favorites done by the user (Favorites).
The number of favorites done by the user per day (Favorites per day).
The ratio of the number of followings to the sum of both followers and followings (Reputation).
The number of followers per day (Followers per day). Fourth, given the skewed distribution in our ground truth we used the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [16] in order to enhance previous labelled datasets with more examples of human, bot and organization samples. The SMOTE algorithm aims to generate new samples based on the feature vectors of such classes.
The main advantage of using SMOTE is that it forces the decision region of such classes and enhances previous labelled datasets without any additional and very expensive labelling step. Finally, we chose the optimal model with the optimal features sets.
Experiment and Evaluation
In order to evaluate our proposed approach, we used the confusion matrix in order to visualize the performance measurements. Several metrics can be drawn from the confusion matrix were the wellknown F1-measure (F1), Precision (P), Recall (R), Accuracy (A) and Area Under the Curve (AUC) metrics. The tests were implemented using the Waikato Environment for Knowledge analysis (WEKA). We used 10-fold cross validation in order to calculate the performance measurements.
Our first set of experiments found the optimal supervised learning algorithm. As can be concluded from the experiment presented in Table  4 , the RF algorithm outperformed the other ones by achieving (P=95.9%, R=95.8%, F1 = 95.9% and AUC=99.4%).
The second set of our experiments found the optimal number of features. As shown in Table 5 , our proposed ReFa features achieved accuracy results of 61,3% and 70,7% in F1 and AUC metrics, respectively. The main reason is that this type of features are related to the time when the posts was retrieved. In contrast, our proposed MUP features achieved high accuracy metrics (>95.
The third set of our experiments tested our manually-labelled user accounts. Here, we focused on the leading companies in the USA according to Fortune 500 site [17] . These were labelled as organization users. Then, we labelled human accounts by verifying their profiles manually. As shown in Table 6 , our proposed MUP features achieved high accuracy results for classifying our labelled humans and organizations users.
As can be concluded from the experiments presented in Table 7 and Table 8 , when adding our manually-labelled accounts to our initial ground truth, a significant gain was observed on the F1 with 1.9% and 1.6% for the organization and human classes respectively. Our fourth set of experiments enhanced previous-labelled datasets by using the SMOTE algorithm.
Indeed, a significant gain was observed in F1 when using SMOTE with our proposed MUP features as shown in Table 9 . In summary, we developed a highly-accurate model for Twitter user classification. Experiments showed that our proposed MUP is the optimal set of features for classifying user accounts accurately in terms of AUC and F1 metrics. Our final predictive model leveraged 15 parameters from the metadata of user profiles while achieving high accuracy results of classification (>95). We demonstrated that simply using a minimal number of language-independent features extracted from one single post is sufficient to classify user accounts accurately and quickly.
Discussion
Although quite successful, previous Twitter user classification approaches are very expensive, as they require a large number of labeled datasets as well as a huge amount of data for each user to be classified. In other words, most, if not all, of the related works focus on the overall user's activity (ex. use a few hundreds of posts), which makes these works fail on the post-level classification. The scalability issue also faces these approaches as they are faced by the query rate limits imposed by Twitter Timeline API. Besides, this makes it impossible to analyze user accounts in a large population. In contrast, our proposed approach classifies a user account from one single post, which makes it suitable for both the user-level and the post-level.
In addition, our proposed approach leverages a minimal and interpretable language-independent feature set, yet it requires a minimal amount of training data. A limited number of statistical feature sets with a clear meaning, like our proposed MUP, allows producing an interpretable model, especially when combined with deep learning strategies, which are very hard to interpret. Moreover, our proposed approach ensures a multilanguage and multi-dialectal user classification. In order to answer our research question, we performed an extensive amount of experiments over our initial ground truth, our labelled datasets, and our proposed features. Experiments showed that our proposed MUP is the minimal number of features in order to accurately classify the patterns of user accounts as those of humans, bots or organizations. Our final predictive model achieved F1 results of 98.6%, 96.2% and 96% for classifying bot, human and organization users.
Our proposed approach has two limitations. First, although our proposed MUP features were a decisive factor, combining them with content deeplearning strategies could enhance the overall accuracy. Second, we limited our classification to only three classes. However, other types can be added in order to make our approach more generalizable.
Conclusion
Nowadays, social networks have become an important part of our everyday life. These platforms are used not only by humans to share content and follow others, but also by bots to spread misinformation and pollute content. Moreover, the organizations used these platforms to spread information and engage their users.
Classifying the patterns of users from those of humans, bots and organizations can help users focus on valuable social accounts, get effective information, ensure their own security and avoid network traps etc. In this paper, we presented an efficient statistical-based approach for classifying user accounts on Twitter. The suggested approach aims to accurately classify user accounts by leveraging a minimal number of languageindependent features extracted from one single observation.
Our proposed approach may offer an important advantage by using it both at the user-level and at As future works, we plan to enrich our model with other labelled user types. We will make our proposed framework an open source in order to ensure the comparability with future works and allow the research community to perform post-level or user-level classification tasks using it. In addition, we will extend our work to be able to detect the topic of the classified post. Our proposed work is very important to both academia and industry. We will use our proposed framework to analyze Twitter conversations in different contexts to determine the extent of the interference of bots, humans and organizations with public discourse, and to understand how their sophistication and capabilities evolve over time.
